FABRIC PRODUCT CARE
HANDLING
Always handle fabric in a clean area with clean hands or gloves.

REMOVING WRINKLES
Most wrinkles disappear within 24 hours of installation. A steamer can be used if needed. Do not iron.

PACKING & STORING
Fold face inward and roll or loosely fold. Store in a cool, dry area 40° - 80° F. Ensure fabric is clean and dry before packing.
Fabrics shipped rolled should be stored rolled.

STAIN CARE
Many stains can be removed if treated promptly via prescribed method below. Moss Stretch Glow should not be spot-cleaned.
For care on a speciﬁc textile, please call Moss.

STAIN CARE

CLEANER

RECOMMENDATION

Dirt

Mr. Clean® Magic Eraser

Use the eraser without water to gently brush fabric, removing surface dirt.

Grease & Oil

Dawn® Dish Detergent

Apply small amount of detergent to clean, white, damp cloth and gently blot/rub
area from outside of stain inward.

Food & Drink

Shout® Wipes

Gently blot/rub area with wipe from outside of stain inward.

Food & Drink

Tide® To Go Pen

Press tip of Tide® To Go Pen onto stain several times to release cleaning solution.
Rub tip gently across stain to remove.

CLEAR SEG CLEANING AND CARE
Moss Clear SEG surfaces are easily cleaned with soap and water. We recommend a simple two-step process:
-First, wipe with a towel and dish-soapy solution
-Complete cleaning by wiping clear with another water-moistened towel
Minimize dripping or streaking by fully wringing out excess liquid from towels,or use a spray bottle to either spot-spray the
surface or towels.
Repeated gentle cleaning does not aﬀect performance of unprinted Clear SEG; it may aﬀect UV-printed instances over time.
Never press or wipe any Clear SEG overly hard, so ﬁt and integrity are maintained.
Clear SEG can be stored by loosely rolling or folding and storing in an appropriate size container or plastic bag. Hard creasing
will embed into material memory. We recommend storing at general room temperature, ideally 65-70°F, as too far below or
above will require acclimation to eliminate stiﬀness or over-pliability when handling for installation.
Clear SEG is UV-resistant, but do not store in direct sunlight.
Do not use the following to clean Clear SEG: power washing, Magic Eraser, degreasers, bleach, Goo Gone, gasoline, Formula
409 or other household cleaners.

LET US CLEAN IF FOR YOU!
Moss provides professional cleaning services. Contact us for information.

mossinc.com
1.800.341.1557

Contact us with
any questions.

